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IM assessment 

Single Intimate Moment 
Submitting a shoot with an obviously fake orgasm will result in an assessment of 1 for all assessment areas. 

 

Assessment 1 2 3 4 5 

100% Controlled by shooter 

Vantage point  

(face, vulva and extremities 

covered) 

 

(Common to SIM and DIM) 

Not visible in orgasm; not 

visible in large parts of 

scene; parts of model’s 

bodies are framed out at 

important moments 

Significant parts of the 

model not visible for 

periods of the scene. 

Full body visible; face 

and vulva visible for 

orgasm; occasional 

unimportant obscuring; 

whole of model in shot. 

A variation that breaks 

the “rules”, but is still 

sexy and watchable;  

TBC 

Variety and specificity (time 

of day, location, back-story) 

 

(Common to SIM and DIM) 

Time of day is not 

apparent; non-descript 

location; no back-story. 

One of: Clear time of 

day; either feels lived in 

/ or risky location; 

context apparent. 

Two of: Clear time of 

day; either feels lived in 

/ or risky location; 

context apparent. 

All: Clear time of day; 

either feels lived in / or 

risky location; context 

apparent. 

Detailed time of day; 

location is very risqué or 

intimate; textured back-

story links to personal  

masturbation technique. 

Personal props4 used to 

expose personal and 

intimate details 

None used, or, way too 

much used (eg, too 

much jewellery);  

Bare minimum used, 

coincidental. 

Appropriate use of 

personal props and 

accessories. 

Extensive use of 

personal props. 

Personal props used 

significantly increase 

the sexiness of this 

shoot. 

  

                                         
4Personal props include things like glasses, lip-balm, mobile phone, jewellery, gloves, notebooks, fans, umbrella, money, trinkets, watch, handkerchief, food, drink, snack, 

small toy, hip flask, The Pill, safety pins, hair clips, etc. 
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Collaboration with model on performance / direction 

Assessment 1 2 3 4 5 

Gather, organise and implement 

model-supplied info 

No questionnaire; 

not recorded; 

model provided 

opportunities, but 

shooter did not 

exploit them. 

Incomplete 

questionnaire; 

opportunities provided 

by model were 

incompletely 

implemented. 

Completed and recorded; 

some ideas used in shoot. 

Questionnaire provided 

multiple opportunities 

for personal and unique 

exploitation, and shooter 

exploited them all. 

TBD 

Foreplay captured Model does no 

foreplay, just 

rushes in. 

Model does little 

foreplay. 

Model engages in 

naturalistic foreplay that 

gets her aroused; or 

established that model 

does not engage 

Extensive touching vulva 

and breasts thru clothes; 

other teasing techniques. 

TBD 

Model engaged  

(looking at what she is doing OR at 

camera OR closed eyes) 

Disengaged Not very engaged Appropriately engaged Very engaged Wholly focussed 

Real orgasms Definitely faked; no 

orgasm 

Possibly fake; over-acted Real orgasm; obvious loss 

of control of body 

Multiple orgasms; TBD 

Unique features of a SIM exploited:  

 

Talking to self; Looking at camera 

for whole scene; Getting dressed 

slowly after scene; Voice over 

about thoughts during orgasm; 

Spoken demo of technique to 

camera; Self-watch; Care and 

support; Enterprise by shooter 

None of these Partial execution of one 

idea; executed poorly 

Good use of one Excellent use of one Excellent use of two 

Afterglow captured (counted from 

20s after orgasm) 

NA 15s or less 30s 1m 2 m 

 


